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Introduction  

Among the industrial processes involving gas-liquid exchanges, hollow-fiber membrane module 

(HFMM) is an efficient technology thanks to their higher specific area per volume compared to packed 

columns. Furthermore, it avoids operational problems such as flooding, foaming or plugging. 

To help the development of HFMM at an industrial scale, models need to be developed to understand 

and predict mass transfers. Several studies have described the gas-liquid mass transfer occurring in a 

hydrophobic gas-liquid HFMM. As carbon capture is a large application of HFMM, most of them 

have focused on CO2 absorption as a pure gas (Mavroudi et al., 2006; Boributh et al., 2011) or mixed 

in an inert flow (Lu et al., 2008; Al-Marzouqi et al., 2008; Khaisri et al., 2010; Goyal et al., 2015) 

under atmospheric pressure. To assess the efficiency of a biogas upgrading process, the CH4 losses due 

to its absorption in the solvent is a key-point. Therefore, an absorption model for a multi-components 

gas mixture under pressure (0-5 bar g) was developed to identify possible thermodynamic interactions 

or transfer limitations. The total transfer coefficient Ktot is based on the resistance-in-series model: 

 

kl, km and kg are the respective mass transfer coefficients for liquid, membrane and gas phases. 

 is the adimensional Henry coefficient. dfo, dfi and dln are respectively the outer, inner and 

logarithmic mean diameters of the hollow-fiber. 

Previous models described counter-current flow modules. However, industrial HFMM may include a 

baffle to divert the liquid flow and increase mass transfer efficiency. Then, for this geometry, the 

liquid hydrodynamic in the shellside is best described by a cross-flow model. 

Moreover, mass transfer in membrane contactor is limited by pore wetting. After some hours of 

operation, mass-transfer resistance increases (Mavroudi et al., 2006). Wetting was described by liquid 

condensation in the largest pores of the membrane (Lu et al., 2008; Goyal et al., 2015). As it is a 

limiting factor for gas absorption efficiency, the model must be validated to ensure process up-scaling. 

The present work aims at developing a predictive gas-liquid mass-transfer model for a binary gas 

mixture which integrates the liquid flow pattern (cross-flow). This model can be extended to a multi-

components gas mixture. The second objective is to implement and experimentally validate a model 

for the membrane wetting phenomenon under varying working pressures. In the end, model 

predictions will be compared to experimental data from a biogas upgrading process. 

Materials and methods 

Figure 1 presents the pilot equipment used to run the experiments for optimizing model parameters 

and validating the membrane wetting model. The mixture of inlet gas (CO2/CH4) was adjusted (100-



700 Nl/h) and the outlet gas flow was measured with mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst). Gas analysis 

was performed at the inlet and outlet of the membrane contactor with a micro gas chromatography 

(Agilent 490) with two columns. Softened water was used as the solvent. The liquid flow on the 

shellside (1-3.5 L/min) was regulated by a vortex flowmeter (Liqui-View) and pressure was controlled 

at the inlet and the outlet of the membrane contactor (3-5.5 bar g). The CO2 and CH4 absorption 

flowrates were calculated by mass balance. HFMM was Membrana Liqui-Cel Extra-Flow 2.5x8 

equipped with X-50 fibers. 

Figure 1: Experimental set-up 

 

Up to now, tests using CO2 as a pure gas were performed. Results in the non-wetting mode were used 

to optimize parameters from the Chilton-Colburn analogy to calculate liquid mass-transfer coefficient. 

In the dry mode, concentration profiles can be displayed for a binary gas mixture (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: CO2 concentration profiles in the gas and the liquid phase 
Inlet gas 60 % CH4 + 40 % CO2, Pgas = 5 bar g, Qgas = 500 Nl/h, Qliq = 1 L/min 

 

Next, the results in the wetting mode will validate the model for membrane wetting. 

Tests at different inlet compositions and operating parameters will be performed for further validation 

with a binary gas mixture. 
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